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Dear friends, 

          As you will see in these pages, the World & Model catalogue is not 
only a wallpaper catalogue, but it also provides a range of suggestions 
for decoration. We offer you an in-depth study of the items you need, in 
the context of several designs. At the end, you will be able to refer to 
photographs to see how our clients have made use of our suggestions.
          Carefully decorating a dollhouse will give it that personal touch           Carefully decorating a dollhouse will give it that personal touch 
that makes it stand out just the way you want. Building a dollhouse 
means developing your own creativity. You can buy or make the objects 
you want - it’s important to get their shape and their position just right, 
but if the surroundings aren’t perfect they won’t shine as brightly as you 
wish.
           Decorating is so much more than buying wallpaper and applying            Decorating is so much more than buying wallpaper and applying 
it. Decorating means developing your creativity, being sensitive to the 
combination of colours and being faithful to your personal style and 
taste. You can be subtle or daring in decoration, but the key is always to 
be yourself.
          Decorating is achieving that combination that leaves you com-
pletely satisfied. And don’t forget that decorating is also a game!
          You can be sure that what gives your dollhouse that personal 
touch you so desire depends on the care you have invested in your deco-
rations. For this reason, our catalogue does not only showcase our 
products; it also acts as a tool to support and help you in your task. WE 
suggest techniques, the use of different types of glue and creation pro-
cesses as well as some tricks of the trade so you can decorate your doll-
house as perfectly as possible.
          Our main aim is your satisfaction.
Llorenç Deulofeu
Director
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THE FLOOR TILES















Rhombus and square tiles

Plain Tiles

    In this special section, you can choose and combine these plain diamond 
tiles or the white/coloured combination to design the model you like most. 
We suggest you look at the sweet tiles, where you will find adornments to 

brighten up your kitchen or bathroom. We have seen these tiles being used to 
create marvellous shiny floors. Don’t rule out this possibility: they offer a 

touch of added class, and their design is in relief. 
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Sizes of sheets :27,5x16,5cm  (11" x 6"1/2)

Sizes of sheets :27,5x16,5cm  (11"x6"1/2)

Sizes of sheets :27,5x10cm  (11"x4")

Ref 34375 Ref 34376 Ref 34377 Ref 34378 Ref 34379 Ref 34380

Ref 34353Ref 34352 Ref 34354 Ref 34355

Ref 34362Ref 34361Ref 34360 Ref 34363 Ref 34364 Ref 34365

Ref 34350 Ref 34351

Borders to combine 
   with plain tiles
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Graphical information
   from our clients

LITTLE DOLLHOUSE CO-CANADA ANNETE NIELSEN-DENMARK
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This section is new in our catalogue. The truth is we have been pleas-

antly surprised and satisfied with the work of all those who have used 

our product, and with everyone who has so kindly sent us these photo-

graphs, which you can use as inspiration, or simply enjoy their beautiful 

decorations. We have liked this so much that we will be creating a 

section on our website so you can show us your works. Don’t be shy, 

send us your work! We’ll show it on our site and publish it in our next 

catalogue. We know our catalogue can provide marvellous combina-

tions: help us discover them!















A quality:silk screen 
high quality plastic

B quality: High quality
cardboard-varnis finish

relieve effect

(see the quality by product in the price list)

D quality:
high quality

relieve effect cardboard
C quality: standard
paper .varnish finish

relieve effect

G quality:
high quality cardboard

F quality: high quality
cardboard, gold embossed

J quality: high quality
carboard-varnis finish

I quality:
standard paper

K quality:
high quality
testured paper

H quality: real wood
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